
FOODIE & BOBO
“TV Magic, Babes”

Foodie & Bobo is all the best parts of your favourite sitcoms mashed together. Sisters and
frenemies, Betty and Fran, couldn't look more different, but they have more in common than
meets the eye. Sure, Fran is fat and laidback, and Betty is uptight and outgoing. But they
discover the ways they're connected when they come face to face with their deepest fears.

Using a method acquired in York University’s Devised Theatre program, the concept of the
show came to be. Each member was asked to bring in various forms of media centering
around body image to create a collage. From there, the name of the show and general
concept was created. The company continued to develop the show as a collective through
improvisation and other forms of collaborative creation in rehearsal to generate content for
the show.

Foodie and Bobo was collectively authored by Night Light Collective, an independent devised
theatre company, founded by Chloe Currie, Jiafan ‘Felix’ Hao, Selena Otello and Madeleine
Vogelaar. These founding members also authored the 2020 Digital Fringe experience, The
Trying Times of Sister Bunny, with another devised collective, Alt-255 Collective. Jiafan Hao
recently worked with CanStage as a performer in their 2021 production of nowhen.

Night Light Collective
in association with The Toronto Fringe Festival presents
Foodie & Bobo
written by Madeleine Vogelaar, Selena Otello, Chloe Currie, Jiafan ‘Felix’ Hao and Megi Kaca
directed by Madeleine Vogelaar
featuring Joshua Garcia-Hughes (aka Star) and Stefan Farrer (aka Troy the Enigma)
lighting design by Fiona Vandermyden
costumes by Selena Otello and Joshua Garcia-Hughes
set design by Irene Ly
sound design by Christoper Elizabeth Boyd and Stefan Farrer
clown coaching by Michelle Blight

Robert Gill Theatre - 214 College St TICKETS

July 6th 4:45pm July 13th 4:30pm Tickets will go on sale June 22nd and can be
purchased online at fringetoronto.com or by
calling the box office at 416-966-1062. Tickets can
also be purchased in person during the festival at
each venue.

July 9th 2:45pm July 15th 6:00pm

July 10th 7:15pm July 16th 10:15pm

July 11th 6:00pm

Toronto Fringe Communications Manager: Carly Chamberlain communications@fringetoronto.com
Media Rep Contact: Selena Otello
Media Rep Phone: (647) 965-0342
Media Rep Email: selena.otello@hotmail.com
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